Secure an unbroken cold chain

With an end-to-end solution of medical-grade transport and storage systems

Accurate temperature control is essential to preserve the integrity, stability and shelf life of pharmaceuticals.

*B Medical Systems’ medical devices* are designed to help you store and transport small or large stock in the most temperature-secure environment. All pharmacy models – undercounter, upright and combo – provide superior temperature stability and uniformity, as well as industry-leading recovery and holdover time.

The *#B Connected remote temperature monitoring solution* gives you an extra layer of safety, allowing you to keep a close eye on your stock wherever you are, at any time.

*B Medical Systems is a manufacturer and global distributor of certified medical devices with 40 years of experience in medical refrigeration.*

Learn more about the key features and benefits of our pharmacy range [www.bmedicalsystems.com](http://www.bmedicalsystems.com)